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To verify whether a password not present in the local list is a match
involves some interaction with Apple servers. To help ensure that

legitimate users passwords arent sent to Apple, a form of
cryptographic private set intersection is deployed that compares

the users passwords against a large set of leaked passwords. This is
designed to ensure that for passwords less at risk of breach, little

information is shared with Apple. For a users password, this
information is limited to a 15-bit prefix of a cryptographic hash. The

removal of the most frequently leaked passwords from this
interactive process, using the local list of most commonly leaked

passwords, reduces the delta in relative frequency of passwords in
the web services buckets, making it impractical to infer user
passwords from these lookups. The most basic principle of a

password strength meter is to calculate an informative score from
information that is hard to guess.The term "password strength" has
been a somewhat misleading measure of password security since

there is no such thing as a 100% password. This is because a
password's strength is relative to a particular threat model that
includes prior knowledge of the passwords. This functionality
removes reliance on strength, while providing the user with a

scoring metric. Brute-forcing an account usually requires you to
input an incorrect password combination to get to the right one,

while guessing may require you to input several incorrect password
combinations until you get lucky. Delta allows a password to be

used several times until it's guessed correctly.
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you can also search for contacts by email address, and you can see
the state of your friends' accounts. you can also set your status to
private, and then no one will be able to see your account until you
change it to public. delta chat may also be able to detect whether
you're a bot and give you a warning. the password tool does not
need an active account to work, so if you've created one, don't

forget to link it to your delta chat account. you can create
passwords for several delta chat accounts with the delta plc

password tool. a password can be up to 128 characters long, and it
can be any combination of letters, numbers, and symbols. if you

select a simple password, it will be more secure, but it will also be
more difficult to remember. if you're searching for a particular

friend, the list of friends in delta chat is extensive. if you have an
account in multiple places, delta chat integrates all of those

accounts, so you don't have to add the same person to your email,
chat, and social media accounts. if you have an account in multiple
places, you can use one tool to manage all your accounts from one
interface. you can search by their email address or their username,
and you can see which accounts are linked to that person. you can
also see which email accounts are linked to your account, so you

can verify you have the right account before going to the trouble of
adding a friend. if you're an email user, you may be familiar with
the idea of a dmarc record, which allows you to send one email

from your domain that tells your email provider which emails are
legitimate and which are spam. delta chat uses the same concept
to send a dmarc record that tells your email provider which delta
chat user accounts are legitimate and which are spam. your email
provider can then decide how to treat those different accounts in

the future. this is one of the features that sets delta chat apart from
other chat applications. 5ec8ef588b
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